1. Consider the dual equations " VCO cos (£x)rf£ =/(*), O^x^l , A solution of these equations has been obtained by Srivastava (1) in the form of a Neumann series. In this note a formal solution for the equations (1) and (2) is obtained by a generalisation of a method due to Tranter (2) who obtained a solution for the special case when X = 0.
" VCO cos (£x)rf£ =/(*), O^x^l , 
where -%<X<\.
A solution of these equations has been obtained by Srivastava (1) in the form of a Neumann series. In this note a formal solution for the equations (1) and (2) is obtained by a generalisation of a method due to Tranter (2) who obtained a solution for the special case when X = 0.
We shall use the representations ( (3) 
